


S.C.O.R.E. 

THE REGISTER'S CHARTER 

1 To enjoy the company and friendship of fellow Cappuccino owners 
sharing the sense of fun which comes naturally with ownership. 

2 To be a central forum for the interests of all Cappuccino owners. 

3 To develop a common team spirit and camaraderie for fellow members. 
 

4 To provide a regular journal for the membership, covering all aspects of 
Cappuccino ownership. 

5 To provide regular reports to the motoring press. 
 

6 To offer technical advice and support where possible. 

7 To organise and co-ordinate regular meetings, rallies and events. 
 

8 To support and be represented at relevant auto events. 

9 To reflect the needs and aspirations of the membership through 
Regional Representatives reporting to a Central Steering Group. 

10 To manage and control the membership subscription fund in an honest 
and responsible manner. 

11 To capitalise on key commercial business opportunities to benefit the 

funds of the Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts. 

12 To develop and maintain a professional image for the Register to, in 
turn complement the Suzuki marquee. 

 
The Latest S.C.O.R.E 

Is The Official Journal of The 
Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts 
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Front cover photograph by Julian Mackie, photographer of "What Car" magazine. 
Reproduced with his knowledge and by kind permission of Suzuki GB PLC 
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JEMessage 

Most of you will know by now that a new job in Staffordshire presenting a new and 
exciting challenge has made it impossible for me to give the time and the energy that I 
have given to SCORE in the past. Hazel and I have reluctantly relinquished our roles in 
SCORE but know that it ultimately is in the best interests of ourselves and the Register 
which we take great pride to be Founders of. 

Together, we have built an organisation to be really proud of. Please help to support and 
develop SCORE by your positive interest and attendance at both local and national 
meetings. Help also by providing articles for our magazine and by sharing the load and 
responsibility of the numerous jobs that need to be done. Do not wait to be asked ... offer 
your services, expertise and help. 

We are still relatively young and as we have endeavoured to organise events, activities 
and communications for you all, there is no doubt that sometimes we get some things 
wrong ... equally we have to learn from them in our quest to offer to the SCORE 
membership at large, a quality value for money service. No one needs to tell us that 
standing around in a field of long grass and mud in Northampton, as the heavens pour 
wet revenge on us, is anyone's idea of fun, froth and frivolity. Also I suppose there were 
some other events which did not suit everyone. 

I can tell you most assertively, that there were more good moments than bad. 

It's all about making the effort and being prepared to accept the 80%-20% principle. 

As Hazel and I look back at the last few years we are pleased to have made the effort and 
got SCORE - with the help and enthusiasm of others - up and running. 

And although the weather is not particularly suited to our mode of open top transport, 
please remember that it is the people we meet and the friends we make that are the most 
important asset of this register. With that in mind, I hope that everybody enjoyed their 
Christmas and I would like to wish you all a prosperous, frothy New Year! 

Making the effort is highly recommended; please support SCORE in whatever structure 
that emerges pending the results of the AGM questionnaire ... for the moment Alex 
Clouter and Dave Benson are holding the reins. 

Enjoy membership of SCORE to the full. 

As always, your Cappuccino Godfather ... JEM 

Joint Editorial Comment From Alex and Dave 
It is to the credit of John and Hazel Moore in everything that they have done for SCORE 
that we wish to propose them as President and First Lady of the Register. 
 
 
 



 

 
John and Hazel Moore - Founders of SCORE 
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New Members 
 

We have had quite a few new members joining SCORE over the past few months so let's 
say "hello and welcome" to our new members of our frothy family: 

Reverend A.R. Ranzetta James Gibbon 
Alison Coxon Barry Elder 
Janet Dawson Neil Squires 
Candy Newman Hamza Syed 
Lesley Ryan Tracey Marsden 
Richard Morrall Catherine Duckett 
Lee Plant Mark Preece 
Joanna Halsey Chris Murray 
Kay Willsher Nichola Jackson 
Gary Hagg Barry Elder 
Steve Rigby Craig Lewis 
Pat Roffe Simon Thomas 
Maertens Leopold June Gibson 
Brad Wigglesworth Daniela Fischer 
Caroline Allen Petra Palfreyman 
Marie O'Briain  
 

Within our new contingent we now have a dentist, design engineer, school teacher, 
deacon, police constable, pharmacist and a trainee accountant ... quite a mixed crowd, 
but that's what we are all about. 

In one of the magazines for next year we will actually do a comprehensive analysis of 
the occupations of all SCORE members - no names linked to the jobs -just a look to 
really see who we all are! 

To all those listed above, we look forward to meeting you at our gatherings during the 
course of the year ahead. 

 

 
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP TO-DATE: 272 

 
 
 
 

Events coming up …… 



 
New Year Party 
After the success of last year's Greek Night out in Birmingham, seeing 1998 in with 
much fun and frolics, we are pleased to confirm a date for the 1999 Bash. 

A different Greek restaurant this time - in the heart of the Midlands, to be fairer as a 
central point for SCORE members. 

The date has been set for the evening of Saturday,  23 January 1999. 

Cost per head will be £18 for the evening meal, drinks excluded. 

A list of local hotels will be provided in the confirmation pack, to be sent to anyone who 
wants to book. Please send a cheque (payable to SCORE) to Alex Clouter, SCORE 
Events, 6 Blenheim Fields, Riverside, Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 SEW by 9th 
January at the latest. 
 
 

************************** 
 
CHERUBS Meet (Cambs, Herts, Bucks & Beds) 
 
One of the first regional meets can be confirmed: Sunday, 28 February 1999. 

Ominously this is the last twenty eighth day of February for this century as 2000 is a 
leap year ... Reg.Rep. Don Littlemore plans to do something really unusual. 

Book your place by calling Don on 01708 749152. 
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Brighton – London Fun Run 
 
This is the third mad run, following on from the antics of the '98 event ... starting at 
Peacehaven (near Brighton) and finishing at Richmond for a "Picnic at the Park". 

Last year we had 18 Cappuccino's winding their way through the Sussex and Surrey 
countryside with a strong contingent from Belgium, Holland and Germany. 

Let's turn the 1999 Fun Run into a "Jeux Sans Frontieres" on Sunday 9 May. 

Cost will be £5 per car, to cover the costs for souvenir sticker, winner trophy and 
wooden spoon, plus SCORE administration in putting the event together. 

Please send your £5 cheque, payable to SCORE, to Reg. Rep. Alex Clouter, 6 Blenheim 
Fields, Riverside, Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5EW. 

We have to set a deadline of 24 April 1999. 

Details about hotels and B&B accommodation will be included in the confirmation 
pack. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
National Weekend Rally 
 
The Date of the Year which ALL SCORE MEMBERS must put in their diary: 
 

* The Weekend of 3 -4 July 1999 * 

As a national event, we plan to hold it in the south of England ... a decision took place 
at the first Reg. Rep. Meeting that the venue should alternate north, central and south 
over consecutive years to be fair and responsible for all SCORE members. 

Two venues have been shortlisted by Alex and further details will be in the next issue of 
the magazine. 

Watch this space!!! 



Footman James …. Advertisement 
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SCORE Event Diary 
A 'new look' to our diary, featuring events and meeting being organised for SCORE 

We urge you to make a resolution to participate in at least ONE event over the next few 
months ... a lot of time and effort goes into the planning and organising of these events. 

Less and less support will only mean less and less events, regionally and nationally. 

You will notice entry charges to some events; these have been kept as minimum as 
possible to allow for any administration cost, prizes, meals organised or overnight 
accommodation. The confirmation pack will give further details. 

As you can see a full programme with lots of things going on around the country; if you 
wish to set up a special meet, fun run, treasure hunt or any other event then contact me 
in the first instance. 

So ... come on down!!! 

Alex Clouter 
SCORE Publicity & Events 
 
Date Event Contact Deadline Telephone Cost 

Per car 

23rd Jan New Year 
Party 

Alex Clouter 9th Jan 01342 823951 £ 18 per 
person 

28th Feb Cherubs 
Meet 

Don Littlemore 25th Feb 01708 749152 FREE 

7th Mar North 
West Meet 

Chris Palmer 26th Feb 01524 425236 FREE 

21st Mar Capp's Vs 
Mini's 

Sue Oakley/ 
Dave Benson 

28th Feb 01375 361356 £1 

9th May Brighton to 
London Run 

Alex Clouter 24th April 01342 823951 £5 

May 99 BedsMeet Don Littlemore  01708 749152 TBA 

21st-24th 
May 

Euro -- 
Capp Trial 

Alex Clouter (UK) 
Helene Missin (Continent) 

01342 823951 
+32 89359777 

£400- 
£500 

3rd-4th Jul National 
Rally 

Alex Clouter 5th June 01342 823951 TBA 

Sept 99 Southend Don Littlemore Aug 99 01708 749152 TBA 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
Please respect that all telephone numbers given are HOME numbers so please call 
during the evening at a reasonable time ... up to 9.30pm. 



The Belgian Inter-continental Truffle 
 
The first Euro-meet of SCORE 
Planning began late in 1997 with Sam, Helene, William and Dominique embarking 
upon the first ever, European Cappuccino Meet. Telephonic discussions took place 
between Helene and Alex Clouter on the timing plan and some detail in order that the 
event could be scheduled in the busy SCORE Diary. 

The week-end was set: 4-6 April; the promotion was via "The Latest SCORE" 
magazine and the final result was a total of 6 UK Cappuccino's waiting at Dover for the 
sea crossing ferry to Calais. 

On the other side there was the welcoming party and after the usual warm and friendly 
continental greetings we were on our way to meet with the rest of the convoy. Before all 
that William splashed stickers on the cars, denoting the many sponsors that his sister, 
Helene, had persuaded to get involved: 

Suzuki Belgium n.v. 
Bank Brussel Lambert n.v. 

E.A.E. Info Systems n.v. 
Suzuki Genk 

 

Port of Calais where we were greeted and stickered!
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Soon enough the UK convoy topped and tailed with the Belgian Cappuccino's and 
sped across north France and into Belgium. Also in convoy, a Suzuki Wagon R+, 
kindly supplied by the Suzuki Genk dealership, as the support vehicle. 

It was at a service station on the E40 motorway where the UK contingent met up 
with the rest of the European Cappuccino Collection: a total of 20 cars! 

 
 
 
 
A local Belgian television crew was there, 
filming the unique occasion, as well as some 
local press photographers. 
 
 

Briefing documents were given out and with an well-organised departure, we all headed 
off for the House Of The Future. 
 
The Cappuccino's created a stir on the Belgian roads and a froth in the car park of the 
modern museum, seeing so many different coloured and plated Cappuccino sportscars 
together at any one time. 
 

 This FIVE-picture line-up was the scene in the carpark at the House of the Future  

A good time was had by all at the museum, being given a guided tour around the 
house ... very interesting bathrooms and double beds!!! 

The rain set in as we pulled away, now bound for the hotel Alfa Molenvijver in 
Genk. Inevitably the large group got split into several splinter groups of cars and 
turned into an organised chaos as we arrived at the hotel and queued to go into the 
underground car park. Cappuccino's were everywhere in the car park, a fine motley 
crew of silver, red and darker blue/green colours. 
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The evening entertainment took place at the 
Ling Tung restaurant where there was plenty 
to eat, drink, dance to and sing ... yes, it had 
to be the one and only oldest rocker in town -
Dave Benson - who struck all the wrong 
notes to sing (?) alongside the band. 
Exhibiting his talents even further Dave 
actually wrote and sang a "thank you" song ... 
the night went on and on, well into the early 
hours, when an anonymous group played 
mayhem in a children's park.  
 

The next day, Helene and Sam briefed 
everyone about the "Belgian three land point 
froth": we would be visiting three different 
countries in the next few hours. 

The official start was outside the hotel, with 
photographs taken of everyone in their cars 
as they were leaving; at the same time we 
were all being videoed. The number of 
Cappuccino's went up to 23 and there was a 
phased 5-minute interval between each 
vehicle as it left. 
 

The directions and briefing documents were well presented and easy to follow ... at least 
in theory ... yet Clive and Yvonne managed to get lost: how could they??? 

The UK group were meant to show the rest of Europe what they were made of!! 

The route took us into the countryside depths of Belgium, Holland and Germany 
witnessing some fine scenery and interesting roadways. There was a brief interlude at an 

American cemetery where we had to answer a 
question correctly in exchange for a Suzuki nut. 
Then on with the journey until we arrived at what is 
called in German "the land where three countries 
meet"; there we had lunch and scaled a tall tower to 
look over the splendid views all round. Onto the 
second leg of the tour and a journey through some 
beautiful villages until reaching the final destination: 
Bokrijk. 

Cappuccino Blues
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All the Cappuccino's parked up in the grounds of this unusual open air museum, but this 
was no ordinary parking: planned to the finest of detail, all the Cappuccino cars were 
positioned according to colour, to form a spread-out fan effect ... and very effective it 
was too. 

We then all let off the alarms (or horns for those who did not have one) for even more 
dramatic effect. 

 

 
Cameras had to be held high to appreciate the formation! 

We soon found that being on the ground was just not the place to take such a large 
photograph. We had to get higher up ... but how? 
In a flash Sue jumped onto Dave's shoulders and the above was the result. What hadn't 
been planned for was the sudden queue of people that appeared with cameras, to pass up 
for their shot! 
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Alas, all good things come to an end as we all made our way back to the hotel and with 
a quick change of clothes, we were at the special function room for our gala dinner and 
the announcement of the overall winner of the day. This was down to a draw from the 
bucket where everyone had deposited their numbered nuts from earlier in the day. All 
participants walked away with a special marble trophy and the last wheel nut drawn 
belonged to Paul and Linda Kernohan. 

They received a special red Cappuccino door mirror set on a marble base - the mirror 
had a Cappuccino etched on the actual mirror, and very impressive it was too. 

Chatting and drinking carried on well into the early hours, after a toast of 
appreciation led by John and Alex to all the people who had been involved in the 
planning and production of the week-end event. 

As John so aptly put it: "...we started the week-end as strangers and now we part as 
close members of a large family". 
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The next morning was one of constant farewells, once a special group photograph had 
been taken. 
Not before too long the UK contingent set off for Calais, accompanied by the Belgians 
who were keen to see everyone off from the Franco- Belgian frontier. There was the 
inevitable follow-the-leader style driving just to show the rest of Europe that 
Cappuccino's are united on the road together. Fond farewells were exchanged between 
us Brits with Sam, Helene, William and Dominique and then the parting of the ways ... 
homeward bound and thoughts of another Euro Meet sometime next year. 
 

 
A real 'European Union' 

 

For the record, thanks and appreciation goes to everyone involved in the 1998 Belgian 
Inter-continental Truffle: it took a lot of meticulous planning and testing to have made it 
so successful. Our acknowledgement to all the sponsors as well - listed beforehand - in 
their financial and physical support to the event. 
Here's to the 1999 run … 
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The Belgian Inter-Continental Truffle – Scrap Book 
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BRIGHTON – LONDON FUN RUN 
Report by Alex Clouter 

It all began on Saturday, 23 May as a few of us came down as a welcome party for our 
Continental visitors. We arranged to meet at Telscombe Tavern, Peacehaven just outside 
Brighton. 

We soon heard the Belgians, Dutch and Germans arrive with the noise of their exhausts. 
There were some fond hello's, hugging and kissing and the usual photo taking with ten 
Cappuccino sportscars altogether in red, silver and dark green. 
After friendly and techno banter (thanks Dave for yet another opening bonnet!) we all 
followed the leader (well, me) into the heart of Brighton. To add to the occasion we 

cruised down Madeira Drive slowly, 
stopping once for an impressive 
photo-call. 

We caused mayhem in a multi-storey 
car park, climbing up to the top level 
(there were 18 levels) and ended up 
parking close together, three cars per 
two spaces. We all bundled into the 
lift - tight squeeze as it was - and 
hurtled down to ground level. As we 
emerged we witnessed some 
abseiling on a neighbouring building. 
  

The Line Up at Madeira Drive 

To the sea front we did run, then hunger fell on us and we converged into a small 
restaurant to have traditional fish and chips ... a new, strange and enjoyable experience 
for our Continental friends. Then to the pier and straight to the fun fair, going on the Big 
Dipper, Dodgems, Funny Faces, Simulator, Hammer and Bell and lots more ... we were 
all like big kids, but so what! 

Time was against us, as we wanted to do a quick walking tour around the Lanes, but the 
restaurant was awaiting us, plus eight taxi cabs. 
We all had a whale of a time at the Cafe de Paris in Brighton ... lots of food and drink, 
live music, ambience and an outrageous hen party. We have to blame William for 
making a naughty video and one person has the evidence! Into the early hours and back 
to Telscombe, to crash out for the night. The proprietor had laid on some motorised 
caravans for people to sleep in, parked on the top of the cliffs. 
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Next morning started early for some, with the smells of freshly frying bacon and egg 
wafting across the salty sea air. Very soon the car park filled with more Cappuccino's, 
now some 18 strong and most certainly the biggest number so far for the Brighton-
London Run. The big contingent were released one car at a time in three minute 
intervals ... but only two had gone when it was realised that page 4 of the instruction 
sheet was missing. The run was put on temporary pause as an old fax in the tavern 
slowly spilled out copies, which were then hastily clipped to the remaining pads for each 
vehicle. Photos were taken as each car left ... until the Belgians, that is, as they were 
keen to leave as a threesome ... well it's all good fun really! It took 35 minutes for all the 
cars to leave, following a meticulously planned country route through Sussex and 
Surrey counties and into the outskirts of London. 

With my support team at the rear, to ensure that no one would get lost, I made a speedy 
drive on a straight road for Richmond Park. En route I thought I saw one of the Fun 
Run's Cappuccino's in front of me but it turned out to be a red Honda Beat, a rare breed. 

One car had arrived before me - Jackie Gilbert - but no matter as they helped with the 
setting up of banners and the area. The Fun Run was not a race so there was no real hurry 
to "be first". The actual distance of the route was 74.9 miles and the closest was our 
Green German friend Mathias Koln who did the trip in 76 miles, converted from his 
kilometre count on the speedo. Next was Jackie Gilbert with 77 miles achieved, 
followed by a trio: Paul Kernohan, Matthew Alexander and Daniela Fischer. There was 
a joint "high miler": Sarah Watton and Philippe Bourtenbour. We then all started our Big 
Picnic each sharing our sandwiches, cakes, crisps, biscuits and the like. Young Yvonne 
Austin did us proud by making up an enormous salad spread ... a big thank you for that! 

It was during the picnic when the Park Police came onto the scene, rather concerned to 
see so many cars on grass. It took some sweet-talking from me, and a promise that we 
would only be an hour, to be relieved of any awkward moving on. 

The next round of the Fun Run was a Fun Test: "know your car without looking", with 
a series of simple but thought provoking questions about the Cappuccino. The winner in 
this second heat was Dominique, with 52 points ... at the other end were Marcel 
Spoelstra with 33 points and Mathias Koln with 30 points. Combining both rounds 
together and the overall winner was Matthew Alexander who received a specially 
engraved Fun Run Trophy and two Cappuccino chocolate bars. Everyone went away 
with something as I handed out Fun Run Badges, but it was not all over yet. 



En mass we left the car park one by one, with just one unfortunate incident as Sarah 
allowed her boyfriend to take the wheel of her pride and glory and as they turned onto 
the road, Paul clipped the side of the car on a small post ... ouch! We soon caused a 
traffic jam as we filed a long queue on the park road for another brief photo-shot. 

Then we hit the roads of London, taking the same route as last year in one big posse. The 
inevitable happened, as the long line got split up a few times ... the next time we were 
altogether was along the Embankment, by the River Thames and another excuse for a 
photograph. 
 

 
London didn 't know what had hit them! 

 
As we closed upon Westminster we were doomed not to be together and soon enough we 
were in small clusters of threes and fours. Of course we had to move on, as the London 
traffic was particularly heavy. Mobile phones were used to ensure that people were close 
to each other, but in the process we 'lost" Sarah and Paul, Rosie and Mark, Keron and 
his wife and Daniela with Achim. There was nothing that could be done other than hope 
that they would open their Panic Envelope, which was given out at the start of the day, 
to ring my mobile number from a phone-box just in case someone got lost. Well I did get 
one call: from a very distraught Daniela who somehow managed to get to the top of 
Edge ware Road, in north London. By this time the rest of us were in the City of London 
so we tried to talk her down with the help of an A-Z London Map. Onto Tower Bridge 
and there was still no sign of our German friends so I headed a splinter group -
International Rescue - to retrieve her. A few phone calls later (as I was using a German 
and a British mobile phone) and we located her at Kings Cross, a considerable way off 
the route. 
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The other bigger group returned to the planned meeting point whilst my contingent got 
caught up in a street parade in Chelsea ... and we caused quite a sensation. Eventually 
we were all at the meeting place at Putney Vale but unable to drink at the planned cafe 
as it was closed. So it was parting of the ways for some and for others, a journey to the 
Coast. 

I spearheaded the German party to return to Folkestone whilst Dave and Matthew 
Alexander took the Benelux group back to Brighton. It was the latter group that really 
lived up the evening, eating and drinking the Tavern out of everything, well into the 
early hours. 

It was Bank Holiday Monday when we finally said goodbye to everyone ... a thoroughly 
enjoyable time was had by one and all; how can we better that for the 1999 Fun Run?! 
 
 

*************************** 
 

HELP WANTED! 
 
If you would like to add your experiences, at local and regional meets, into the 
magazine, please contact Dave Benson. All stories and comments gratefully received! 
 
Also required are any interesting photo opportunities we may have missed in our 
travels. 
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Sarah Watton’s Wacky Wordsearch! 
 
N S P A N N D E M I S T E R S U M P 
R O G M T E K S A G C D S G N I W N 
S H I U A E R O T A I D A R R C T X 
G K L T L L E L P M U P E R A W L O 
N P C I I P D P O L A T O M D I E B 
I F L O F N U A A E E R S I T N B E 
R N T N H C G D E M S H P E S D M V 
S O D O C S U I G H A S E X Y S A O 
X D R I V E S H A F T T E H I C C L 
O E N R C Y C R T I V T D A U R T G 
B O N K R A E G C N V F O U C E R G 
R W A H T T T K P O O A M S L E E N 
A C H T A E H O G E N H E T U N B I 
E P C E N T H E R M G S T A T D T R 
G D H N E K A R B S O P E C C F A E 
A R O T A L U G E R G O R O H U E E 
P B E O C Y L I N D E R A X L E S T 
N O Y R E T T A B U M P E R N L E S 
 
 
AXLE FUEL REGULATOR 
BATTERY GASKET RINGS 
BONNET GEARBOX SEATBELT 
BRAKE GEARKNOB SHOCKS 
BUMPER GLOVEBOX SPEEDOMETER 
CAMBELT HEADLAMP STEERING 
CAMSHAFT HEATER SUMP 
CAPPUCCINO IGNITION TACHOMETER 
CLUTCH INDICATORS THERMOSTAT 
CYLINDER MIRRORS VACUUMHOSE 
DEMISTER PLUGS WHEEL 
DIPSTICK PROPSHAFT WINDSCREEN 
DRIVESHAFT PUMP WINGS 
EXHAUST RADIATOR 
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Going Country & Western in Abergavenny 
 
A Report by Yvonne Austin 

And so we ventured in our two wheeled wagons right to the heart of Wales for a right 
hill billy week-end. 

We all descended - all eleven of us - to Ty Gwyn farm, home of Tim and Paula Tod, Our 
hosts made us feel welcome as drinks came out and then the food. 

The evening began as we pulled on our stetsons and cowboy boots ready for the 
Cowboy Strut... yee hah! 

The caller started the dance: two heels, two toes slide forwards, one foot one way, one 
foot t'other way, swirl the hip, hands on hip, jump to the left and swing to the right... 
then there were sudden cries from the floor, legs in the air and heads to the door: "oh I've 
lost it... which way do I turn ... where are we now ... sorry for stepping on your toe ... 
whew it's hot and I need a drink". Of course we all fall about with laughter as we end up 
meeting in the middle. 

As the sun was going down on them thar hills we decided to up the tempo as we became 
modern - well 70's-ish - disco dancers: eat your heart out Travolta! 

Well into the early hours of the morning did we cowboys and cowgirls return to our digs 
... all barring one lonesome cowboy who spent the night under the stars with only sheep 
(no inflatable ones) for company. 

After a hearty breakfast the next morning we returned back to the farm and began a 
wagon convoy, winding our way through the hills and vales of the Big Country. There 
were six horse-less wagons travelling down country roads that lead up to the Black 
Mountains of Dakota (Sorry, thought that I was that darn cow-girl again). 

The views were brilliant from the top of the mountains and not once did we get accosted 
by the Sioux Indians, who have been driven away by the scourges of those from East of 
the Border. As we all climbed down from our wagons there were cries of "gee look, ain't 
those views just darn fine". Back into the warmth of our vehicles since it was cosier 
inside even though we had our tops (no they were not canvas) off. One member of our 
party was exceedingly cold; onto her was thrust car blankets, hats, scarves, gloves as she 
was determined to brave the elements like the rest of us. 

Down the mountains and into the valley we did go, down to a local hostelry where we 
all savoured deliciously hot coffee, tea, chocolate and shining. After thawing out we 
carried on our way until we arrived at a Welsh vineyard, upon which we fell and decided 
to take a wee dram (an excellent Scottish term) and purchase a few bottles. Our ultimate 
stop was back at the farm where we all endowed a traditional Sunday English roast. 

A good time was had by all... and to Tim and Paula ... SPECIAL THANKS! 
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From Jean and Peter George 
 

Congratulations to Tim and Paula for a terrific weekend at Abergavenny, starting with a 
well-laid out buffet in an impressive marquee put up by Tim and then the country and 
western music with caller. It was absolutely brilliant with some of us discovering two 
left feet! It was a fine evening weather-wise and great fun. This also went for our convoy 
on Sunday driving through the narrow Welsh lanes ... most exhilarating. There were six 
Cappuccino's, five with tops off and one on - us chickens, as it was cold and damp. 
Cobwebs were well and truly blown away on "Hay Top" then reviving coffee in "Hay 
on Wire" and all finishing off with a nice pub lunch. We all exchanged friendly tips with 
our heads together and bonnets up. Thanks again Tim and Paula for a truly enjoyable 
weekend ... we look forward to the next one next year. 
 
 
 

********************* 
 
SCORE Proudly Presents … 
 

It is our intention next year to try to delve into the backgrounds and dig up the dirt on 
some of our members in the club, with view to letting other members know just the sort 
of people we have joining. 

If you've got a particularly different job, a good story about how you got your car or you 
just fancy getting your picture in the mag and your name in print, then contact Dave 
Benson, with any relevant details and pictures were applicable. 

We already have a couple of good articles similar to this, ready for the next magazine but 
we need more ... please!! 

So if you're currently working on a lunar mission or if you've accidentally dialled the 
wrong number to the Coffee shop and had a car delivered instead (aren't you glad you 
never ordered an Espresso!) send in those details, if nothing else it gives everybody here 
something to read and chuckle at!! 
 
Thanks!! 



SCORE National Carnival 
 
Report by Alex Clouter 
It was agreed at a Reg. Rep. meeting last year that our National Rally would take place 
at alternate south/central/north venues in fairness to all SCORE members. At the 
meeting "the north" was voted for the 1998 event and it was left to Alex Clouter, 
SCORE Events organiser, and his northern team - Steve and Lynda Edmunton - to 
come up with the venue. 

In early 1998 a number of ideas were banded around and after doing some follow-up, 
The Boat Museum was finally decided upon. 

The telephone wires between the big city of Manchester and the small village of Forest 
Row in East Sussex were soon quite hot as organisation got underway ... plus the odd 
trips to sort out the finer detail. 

As the Rally, now to be called the Carnival, was over the weekend, it was the brainchild 
of Steve and Lynda to come up with a wacky treasure hunt on the Saturday, while Alex 
was to organise SCORE'S involvement at "Keels and Wheels", the name for the classic 
car show at The Boat Museum. 

We were all graced with brilliant weather on Saturday, 25 July ... Alex and JEM wanted 
to meet a couple of hours before everyone else for an update meeting but the enthusiasm 
of everyone else getting there early soon put a stop to the ARC/JEM pow-wow. No 
matter!!! 

To get the treasure hunt underway to a fun and unusual start, Steve and Lynda devised a 
simple game of skittles: how many can you throw into a bucket from a distance ... the 
problem was that the skittles were very lightweight plastic. 

As soon as each driver threw five, it was a rush to the car with the treasure hunt 
questionnaire and hit the motorway. 
 

 
Peter Rose's skittle action before the treasure hunt! 
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There were 25 Cappuccino's at the event. A collection of the usual dominant rebellious 
red and the scarce but so sophisticated silvers, plus one very sporty looking dark green, 
which took all the attention ... our bucking rodeo star, Sean Hague (see the previous 
issue of The Latest SCORE). 

So for the next couple of hours there were Cappuccino sportscars flying around a wide 
variety of interesting roads and stopping at the most unusual and usual settings to 
answer the questions ... and indeed do some drawing. Also participants were asked to 

bring back up to ten items of treasure ... 
you had to think laterally to obtain the 
lot. 

That Classic 'Bonnet Up'Scene

Whilst all this was going on Alex, 
Steve and Lynda flew back to The Boat 
Museum to be at the meeting place 
before everybody returned plus 
organise the erection of the SCORE 
marquee and the preparation of the 
conference centre for the AGM. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
On all counts everybody thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves and they gathered in 
the museum car park for general chat, 
swapping ideas on accessories, looking 
under bonnets comparing chips and 
pipes plus the usual exchange of 
technical tips. 
 
 
 
 

... everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves ... 
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The buffet for the AGM started at 7.30pm and the actual meeting one hour later... please 
read the AGM minutes, from the previous SCORE sheet for "what went on". 
 

 
And so the Buffet started The AGM... you had to be there! 

After the late close there were the bedders and the drinkers ... with quite a contingent in 
the bar during the early hours of the morning. One story involved a small group at the 
bar, befriending a newly wedded couple, arriving as you do at 2am. At this unearthly 
hour "SCORE-IT" was formed somewhat informally: SCOR Enthusiastic Inebriated 
Tipplers. The groom's father had not told the newly wedded man about the real love of 
your life, who was swiftly whisked outside to show what he was really missing ... he 
soon settled down in the figure-hugging seat and that was it. The groom was returned to 
the new wife with a look of wonderment, eyes open wide and a big smile on his face ... 
says John Cater, who provided this little story, "I'm sure they will both remember that 
night for the rest of their lives!" 

Sunday dawned beautifully and Alex was at the quayside waiting for the Boat Museum 
Security Man to pass over the Master Key ... the wrong one!!! As Cappuccino cars were 
waiting patiently outside the museum staff were inside searching madly for the Night 
Watchman. All was under control and cars were parked up in red/silver formation 
alongside each other on the quay: a very impressive display with the usual photo call. 
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In fact the clouds above were so overcome they decided to let loose their tears of wonder 
onto our wonderful and ever so clean cars. 

But we did not let the bad weather spoil our day; we had the shelter of the marquee, a 
display of SCORE merchandise, samples of local press features and the publicity 
SCORE has had, plus a collection of photographs of recent meets. In addition there was 
the variety of workshops and museums to visit, showing the rich history of the 
waterways of the Wirral. Also "Keels & Wheels" was going on, 12 classic car club 
displays for the public to see. For the more daring there was the opportunity to steer 
some boats down various canals and operate locks en route. Finally we had our famous 
SCORAFFLE with lots of prizes on offer. Various members took advantage of the 
occasion by pushing their forthcoming events: Setright Lakes Run, Oulton Park Track 
Day and Topless in Blackpool... with a good response. 
 

 
Damp cars but never damp spirits - 2nd National SCORE Carnival 
 

All was finally over by 4pm, with fond farewells and hearty hugs as the 27 Cappuccino 
cars split up to go their separate ways north, south, west and east. 
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SCORE Regional Representatives 
 
Richard Morral of the West Midlands 
Covering ... West Midlands, Warwickshire, Derbyshire, 
Northants, Oxon, Staffs, Shropshire, Hereford & Worcs, 
Glos, South Wales 

Tel 0121 605 8769 

Sarah Watton and Paul Radford of New Milton in Hants
Covering ... Dorset, Hants, Wilts, Avon, Somerset, Devon, 
Cornwall, Isle of Wight. 

Tel 01425 621261 

James Williams of Storrington in West Sussex 
Covering ... West Sussex, East Sussex, Kent 

Tel 01903 742337 

Ian Morgan of Mitcham in Surrey 
Covering ... Greater London, Surrey, Berks, Middx. 
Email: ian-morgan@usa.net 

Tel 0181 646 7752 

Don & Cheryl Littlemore of Romford in Essex 
Covering ... Essex, Beds, Herts, Bucks. 
Email: Don.Littlemore@btinternet.com 

Tel 01708 749152 

Matthew Alexander of Norwich in Norfolk 
Covering ... Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs 
Email: Vachadwick@aol.com 

Tel 01603 880011 

Steve Rigby of Barnetby, Lincs 
Covering ... Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, 
Leicestershire, Humberside 

Tel 01652 628340 

Stuart Falshaw of North Yorkshire 
Covering ... North, South, East and West Yorkshire 

Tel 01729 840610 

Shaun Hague of Stockport, Gt Manchester 
Covering ... Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Cheshire, 
North Wales 

Tel 0161 442 2800 

Chris and Cathyrn Palmer of Lancashire 
Covering ... Lancashire, Cumbria, Isle of Man 
Email: M66CAP@aol.com 

Tel 01524 425236 

Joanne and Charles Bellwood of County Durham 
Covering ... Durham, Cleveland, Northumberland, Tyne & 
Wear, Scotland 

Tel 01325 381767 

Frank Quinn of Dublin in Eire 
Covering ... Eire and Northern Ireland 

Tel +343 1 830 3455 
 



SCORE Regional Representatives continued 
 
John and Hazel Moore of Gloucester in the UK 
Covering ... Other Overseas Members 
Email: score@enterprise.net 

Tel +44 1452 503350

Helene and Sam Missin of Genk in Belgium 
Covering Belgium 

Tel +32 89 359777 

Daniela Fischer of Munderkringen in Germany 
Covering Germany 

Tel +49 73 934977 

Rob Faes of Breda, Holland 
Covering Holland 

Tel +76 54 18645 

Justin Pickering of Engadine, Australia 
Covering Australia 
Email: pickles@tig.co.au 

Tel +61 29 5202439 

 

 

SCORE encourages members to mix and share in the fun and friendship of Cappuccino 
ownership. How best to do that, than with other SCORE members. 

Please support your local events and activities. 

If you believe your area not to be adequately covered and would like to offer your help, 
then please contact Alex Clouter or Dave Benson. 
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************ 
 
SCORE Press Service 
 

We have over 50 road tests available for sale exclusively to SCORE members. These 
include Autocar, Top Gear, What Car and Jeremy Clarkson. A full listing can be obtained 
by sending a stamped addressed A4 envelope to : 

Alex Clouter, 
6 Blenheim Fields, 

Riverside, 
Forest Row, 
East Sussex 
RH18 5EW 
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Members Comments 

Wanted But Unused by Mark Padley 

Firstly a note from his "Cappa": 

Dear SCORE, 
Please help me. I've been stuck in this nice and warm garage for ages now with just the 
lawn mower and freezer to talk to. 

Fm sure Mark has forgotten me ... either that or he's lost my key. 

I don't know what he expects me to be with all of this free time, probably write letters: 
lucky I found pen and paper in the glovebox (yes they do fit) although I had to get Laura, 
the lawn mower, to take it down to the post office. 

I do see him most mornings but all he does is look, sighs in appreciation as he picks up 
his pushbike. Once in a while I do come out, although being washed, polished, stared at 
then pushed back into the garage is not what I'm here for. 

If I've been good, and only if, I feel the keys inserted into the slot, turned and I raw into 
life ... yippee we're off for a drive (at long last). 

I'm wondering if any of my close relatives suffers from the same contagious disease 
"lack~a-use-itus" and could give me some tips on how to get him to drive me more often. 

Cheers, 

Cappa (which is the name I have given myself as HE hasn't even named me, is that 
mistreatment or what?) 

And now a note from the owner... 

Dear All, 
From the magazine I've noticed that most of the arranged meetings involve meeting up, 
having a drink and going for a drive ... because of this I will be honest from day one. I 
believe that cars should only be driven when it's not practical to use more eco-friendly 
modes of transport; for myself this means my Cap comes out about once a fortnight, 
using a pushbike the rest of the week. I don't drink, bike around 100 miles a week; this 
keeps me fit which I have to do being asthmatic. Seeing cars being driven a couple of 
miles with only one person in them make me literally choke and very resentful to 
virtually all motorists. On the other hand, driving the car sparingly makes me want to. 
drive it more, keeping the Cappo sensation a thrill every time I do need to drive it, as 
well as keeping the mileage down (currently 140 miles in the last two and a half 
months). Wouldn't the roads be nice if everybody was like me? Fortunately looking at 
the car in the garage and on my computer screen at work helps keep the urge to drive it 
to a minimum. 
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Members Comments continued 

Being only 21 when I first purchased my first Cappuccino, then buying a better one 
three months later, it's taken a large amount of my savings up, taking into account 
insurance and the security devices required by the insurance company. I don't know of 
any other 21-year-old with such a sexy car without it being their parents or having a 
large monthly repayment, hence I am also not prepared to take my loved car onto the 
racetrack. 

I have one issue that I would like to put to you. Similar to my previous cars, the Cappo 
suffers from lack of use ... with virtually all my maintenance emanating from this. My 
common problems include 'flat battery not going anywhere syndrome' & 'hand brake 
stuck on not going anywhere syndrome', although the latter has been solved by the all 
round disc brakes. I always feel that starting any car after it has stood for a fortnight does 
the vehicle no good whatsoever and causes excessive wear, as all of the oil will have 
returned to the sump. 

Could anyone out there in the Register give any advice on how to look after the car 
under these circumstances, without the sensible suggestion of driving it. It must be 
possible, as there are always very low mileage MG's up for sale in the local places. 
 
 

********************** 

Our Other Car by Andrew Young 

OK, I have to admit it... the Car was bought out of sheer jealousy! 

I just could not stand the way that every time Chris drove her Cappo somewhere it was 
admired and petted. We have had the Cappo for over three years - bought I should add 
because it so reminded me of my wife: small, beautifully designed, impractical, looks 
faster than it is ... and so on. But I just could not stand the way that She kept getting all 
the attention everywhere she drives in it. 

The Cappo only has to go into a supermarket car park for someone to come up and start 
asking questions. Then of course there's road junctions, road works where the two lanes 
go down to one, country lanes with miles of reversing to passing places. 

"What is it about the Cappo that just makes people smile and wave them through?" 

Even traffic lights, where any self respecting XK8 looks ready to howl off, burning 
rubber. Suddenly, because there's a Cappo alongside ... you have the ridiculous position 
of the Jag letting the Cappo off first so he can have a good look to see what make it is 
and probably buy one for his mistress. 

That's it then: the 2.5 litres of Teutonic muscle and efficiency is going to have to go. I 
want to be loved and smiled at. I want people to cluster around my car. 



Only trouble is, look as hard as I could (honest, I did try), I just could not find one and I 
do need to carry around a little more than a spare handkerchief in the boot. So Trevor the 

TVR has arrived. Now I know 
he can't have the garage and I 
know he must never be washed 
first but he does look just the 
same, doesn't he? 

At least Chris thinks so which is 
all that matters isn't it? 
 
 
 
 

 
 

********************** 
 

Hyenaoffal V is four today! By KK Chan 

45,805 miles does not sound a lot, but knowing my kind of driving and the way I look 
after my car (or the lack of it) it is comforting to see that LI20 JJA is still going strong. 
However it is not without a hitch and perhaps our daily users and recent importers could 
do with watching out a few gremlins I found in my Cappuccino. 

Hyenaoffal V is an unmodified UK spec Cappuccino, speed limiter and all. I use it 
nearly everyday, from short surgery visits of less than a mile to long distances more than 
300 miles non-stop at one go (only thirst and bladder stopped me going further). It has 
trotted on tarmac, pebbles, gravel, sand and unmade road surfaces, and has once been 
submerged partially in water up to the top of the front bumper in a storm. It has regularly 
done 0-60mph in about 9 seconds and has reached a dizzy speed of touching the "h" on 
the speedo a few times when no one is watching. The rev counter has seen more than 
8500rpm more than once during hard acceleration, although it is mostly kept at anything 
below 5000.1 am also quite hard on the brakes and keen to use the gearbox, especially 
when going to some remote obscure places with less than minor roads - bird watching 
you see. However it has not been involved in any collision or other accidents. I have 
stayed faithful to my local dealer who signed my car's birth certificate and possess an 
immaculate service book. However it can be a bit covered in mud and when time does 
not allow, I would leave the silver colour to camouflage the dirt until it is a two tone 
grey. 

Then out comes the biodegradable detergent (see previous magazine). So I think I am 
quite normal. 
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Members Comments continued 

Rust is the enemy of every car and the Cappuccino is not exempted. Although there are 
no large patches of body dropping off, there are many hidden places where rust has 
already developed. For mine they were: behind the rear number plate and bumpers, the 
front end of the sills, front bumper mount, the supports for the boot lid and the bonnet, 
the bottom of the doors, the undercarriage in general and a few nuts and bolts exposed 
to moisture. None of them are very prominent so far but they are worth watching out for. 

The alloy wheel seal with the tyre can corrode and this gives a very uneven slow leak of 
air down to about 0.7kPa (lOpsi). The car is driveable at this tyre pressure but there is an 
obvious vagueness and imbalance when cornering and the ride is very bumpy. This 
happened to me after about 25,000 miles and is just starting to happen with this set of 
tyres, which have seen 20,000 miles. My solution? A quick trip to the local ATS to re-
seal them. Fortunately I have no need of new wheels yet. 

The aerial keeps coming loose from the base, basically because it is up and wagging all 
the time. That is the reason for the aerial spanner that came with the car. It has also been 
accused of the "mysterious dent" on the offside rear panel just above and in front of the 
wheel arch. 

The roof panel seals, especially that with the driver's window, have seen some minor 
leakage. The owners manual did say that after putting the roof back on the car, one 
should close the door with the windows up, presumably to keep the seal in shape. I 
found that my problem actually came from the triangular window where a slight gap has 
opened. A good push on the rubber to re-seal it is enough. 

Problems with cold start have been reported by a few members on the website and 
Dave Benson with others have their various solutions. I just start it and let it warm up a 
bit before driving off, and there is not much to loss of acceleration nor any problem with 
engaging into lower gears. 

The doors are my main concern at the moment. I have noticed that the doors have not 
been closing properly recently, and found a slight change of shape of both doors, even 
the passenger door which I rarely use. Somehow it has become flatter at the maximum 
curve near the top of the metal panel. This means a loss of the smoothness when I run 
my hand from the front side panel right through to the rear side panel at the curvature. 
The driver's door has been repositioned by the dealer recently, but is still not closing 
properly. 

So there we are, a low down view of four years of Cappuccino driving. Is it worth the 
£1,000 spent on Hyenaoffal V? I have no hesitation in saying, "Yes". 
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Members Comments continued 
Cappuccino Lighting 
By John Marks 

I bought my car new from Henley Heritage earlier this year. It had apparently been to 
Holland and, having not been sold, was returned here. 
I drove it for a while and then noticed that the lights dipped to the right. 
I complained to Henley Heritage after checking with my local Suzuki dealer that the 
lights were wrong. 
They agreed with me but at the same time informed me that they had the same problem 
with another customer. 
It appears that all the part numbers on the light units are the same as for the left dip 
lights. Are other owners experiencing the same? 
Despite this, they are marvellous little cars! 
 

**************** 
Members Comments 
From Eileen Hendry 

Following our move from Lincolnshire to Staffordshire, I've now sat down with 
determined effort to put pen to paper and bring up some points mentioned in The Latest 
SCORE magazine. 
Like other enthusiasts we have had to have new brake discs fitted, luckily under warranty 
via Autoworld in Chesterfield. We have also needed to replace the exhaust £171.00! This 
was ordered in August and we had to wait until the next shipment arrived. Ours was one 
of three on order from Centrum Garage in Burton-on-Trent. Whilst our car was waiting 
for its fitting, the garage asked us to take a look at the underneath, not a pretty sight! 
However, they offered advice and suggested a complete wire brushing of the underneath 
and then a waxing to protect it from any further corrosion. This we will have done. 
One interesting piece of information given was the number of Cappuccinos on the road. 
Of the 1500 exported from Japan 400 went to Holland, 200 are no longer on the road, 
which in theory leaves 900 somewhere in this country. How many are registered with 
SCORE? 
Hopefully, in 1998 we will be able to become more involved in SCORE activities but 
would just like to add please keep up the superb work. 
P.S. A new name for my car! A passing child gazing backwards at Dinky said "Look 
Mummy, there's Mr Bean's car!" 
 
Of the 1182 Cappuccinos imported into the UKy 1,110 were actually registered in the 
UK with the remaining 72 cars shipped abroad and sold across Europe. 
Current membership of 272 includes a handful of Japanese (Non-UK Spec) cars. 
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Members Comments 
From Phil Holdcroft 

Since my last letter to SCORE there have been a few developments regarding problems 
with my Cappuccino which may benefit other members. 

First of all I received Issue 3 of The Latest SCORE the day before my pride and joy was 
due to go to the local dealer to have the stiff first and second gear change looked into. 
On page 18 of Issue 3 I read with great interest the comments regarding changing the 
synchro and more importantly the resulting cure of the "60mph boom" I mentioned 
which appeared in Issue 2. I took The Latest SCORE magazine with me to the dealer 
who read the article with interest. After 18 months of complaining about the 
boom/rumble from the rear transmission, the dealer has accepted there is a problem and 
are currently ordering bearings and rear transmission parts to, hopefully, cure this 
problem. I have been told to expect the repair to take at least two days. If any other 
members are experiencing a 60-75 mph rumble, get this investigated. 

My warranty has recently expired but I made sure that the complaint I had was noted on 
the service record before the warranty expired and Randalls, my local Suzuki dealer, are 
well aware of my numerous reminders of a problem with the rear end of the 
transmission. The parts are on order and I will update you with the outcome. 

Other points that are to be remedied under warranty are rear windscreen rubber seal, 
synchro on gear change, and the rear discs have already been replaced under warranty at 
29,000 miles. I hope there will be some development regarding the most economical 
way to get the centre brake light working. I use my Cappi for commuting and as the dark 
nights draw in the high level brake light would be a welcome safety feature to add to the 
car. 

The letters in Issue 3 regarding improving the performance of the Cappuccino made for 
very interesting reading. However, before committing myself to performance 
modifications I would like to see and hear of other owners' experiences. 

Finally, I would like to say thank you again for a very interesting edition of The Latest 
SCORE. Without the information it has provided I would have found it difficult to 
identify some of the common faults my Cappi has developed and would have paid 
hundreds of pounds in repair bills to correct these problems. 



Members Comments 
From Helmuth Porschen 

Having spent all my life on Cologne, Germany, last year I finally decided to spend the 
rest of my life in a country I really like. Having no family and relatives made this 
decision much easier, of course. So, I sold my house in Germany, asked my company for 
a transfer to the UK, and bought a new house. Since November 1996 I am living in 
Hemel Hempstead and working for Bull Information Systems as a Technical Developer 
for Systems Integration solutions in the Image and Workflow environment. And for the 
first time in my life, now I really feel at home. 

Cars have always played an important role in my life. I like especially small sports cars. 
I used to drive a Frogeye Sprite for seven years, and an MG Midget Mk IV for four 
years. For the last ten years I had a Reliant Scimitar SSI 1400, which I have sold a few 
months ago (a bit reluctantly I have to admit) and now I am the proud owner of a Suzuki 
Cappuccino. So, why a Cappuccino? Simply, because I like it and because it meets my 
ideas of a sports car. About four years ago I became aware of the Cappuccino and I 
immediately liked it. 

In 1994 about fifty cars or so came to Germany. I had a closer look at one of them, and 
I liked it even more. But it was quite expensive (DM39,000, equivalent to £17,000) and 
I had bought a new Daihatsu Sportrak for every day use just a few months earlier. 

In 1996 when I prepared to move I thought about selling the Daihatsu and buying 
Cappuccino instead. I looked at several adverts but in the end decided against it, because 
it would cause some problems in daily use e.g. the luggage space. Now in June 1997 I 
saw a Cappuccino at our local Honda dealer. I had a test drive and could not resist any 
longer. I bought it on the spot and am very happy with it, hoping that this will be my car 
into the next millennium. 

Apologies for any grammatical mistakes in this letter. Unfortunately my English is still 
far from perfect. 
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Members Comments 
From Anne Anderson 
 
Notes from the diary of a devoted “frother” 
I have several times seen a red Cap going on to an estate near us, but never within 
hailing distance.  Today I had to go to a meeting on the estate and travelled to the 
meeting on my trusty bicycle.  I did take a froth card with me, just in case I should 
happen upon the aforementioned Cap. 
As I approached the entrance to our local doctors surgery, imagine my delight as this 
sporty red Cap pulled in – right in front of me.  I jumped off my bike, waved my arms 
excitedly whilst the bemused driver stopped to see what all of the fuss was about. 
I was so excited to have finally made contact that I completely bodged filling in the 
froth card and we had the most ridiculous conversation … 
 
• Me Brilliant! I was just coming to look for you. 

 
• RedCap How do you know me? 

 
• Me I don’t, but I knew that a Red Cap lived on the estate and I hoped to 

see it parked on a driveway. 
 

• RedCap You wouldn’t have done, it’s always in the garage. 
 

• Me So’s mine.  Do you know about our car club? 
 

• RedCap No, I was only going to keep the Cap for the summer but I couldn’t 
let it go. 
 

• Me Well! The club is great, wonderful magazine and meetings if you 
want to go. 
 

• RedCap Just want I want … I can’t find spare parts (L reg) 
 

• Me Well, the magazine and other members will help a lot. 
 

• RedCap I’ve got to go, I’ll be late for my doctors appointment. 
I hurriedly pressed the froth card on to him.  I don’t know his address and he doesn’t 
know mine, but if you get a card from Stafford – he’s my froth contact!! 
Don’t expect I’m the first frother, but I’m the most excited one!  When will this 
euphoria die down – I’ve had my Cap over two years now. 
With this encounter, followed a quick response from Mr S.D. Harper of Stafford who 
took up his SCORE membership and helped Anne to win part one of our Frothing 
Competition … Well done! 



SCORE on the Internet …. 

With the help and continued support of Barry Moore, our SCORE Web site is continuing 
to grow and develop into an invaluable aspect of the Register's profile. As well as 
providing both general and specific information about SCORE and our beloved 
Cappuccino, our Web site now provides an open forum on the Message Board for all 
those people (Members and Non-Members alike) to introduce a topic, ask a question or 
comment on anything remotely "Cappuccino". 

To give you an indication of the topics of conversation, please see below some of the 
interesting subjects covered. The web site also has a 'Chat-Room' facility which enables 
you to talk head to head with someone else logged on which can certainly reduce a few 
inter-continental telephone bills! 

Best Tweaks 
Leather Seat Replacement 
Central Locking 
N2 Computers 
Stainless Steel Exhausts 

From the subject examples above, these separate "conversations" have got started and 
develop until their conclusion. When you click on to any of the bullet points, you are 
taken to the actual detail of the comment, and a link to any further replies or comments. 
Other topics of conversation have included More Power, Accessory Prices, Buying 
Decision, Power Arial, Common Complaints and lots of comments from people who 
just want to share in their fun, enthusiasm and love of the Cappuccino. 

A tremendously successful vehicle for recruitment our SCORE Web has spun its magic 
over every part of the world. With a healthy International contingent in our membership 
and a message board receiving bulletins world-wide, including Holland, Singapore, 
Australia and all over the UK we have tapped into a truly International Cappuccino 
Family, all wanting to share in the fun and froth we have on offer. 

Thanks again to Barry and all of our Cappuccino Web~page 
contributors. If you have the opportunity, why not visit 
your very own SCORE Web site at 

http://homepages.enterprise.net/score
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Newsflash 

As the web site has been so successful, we are endeavouring to purchase a more 'user 
friendly' and memorable address. 

Hopefully this will be completed quite soon and as soon as this has been organised, we 
will let everybody know straight away. 

Watch this space!!! 
 

 
************ 

 
Future Reports …. 
 
In our next Issue of the Latest SCORE we will be reporting on how our Irish Region 
enjoyed their day being filmed for Irish TV. Frank Quinn tells us that it's the most fun 
he's had in years ... with his clothes on! 

The Telly-Tubbies film crew showed a keen interest in the Cappuccino and took driving 
shots, tracking shots, down-the-gearlever shots as well as interviews with our Irish 
Coffee lovers. 

Cappuccino vs Bandit - One SCORE members view of life in the fast lane! 

Murray's your man - From V8 Jags to our tiny triple. Murray has sent in some very 
interesting and relevant information ... as soon as we find enough room..!! 

More Reports - Oulton Park Track Day, Blackpool Illuminations 

More in the next issue. 
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The Cappuccino Heritage …. 
By Alex Clouter 

Part 6 ... The Cappuccino Cult 
With over 1000 vehicles on the road, it had to be a question of time before a club came 
about. 

Suzuki already had a very successful owners club under their wing - the Rhino Club -
which has a membership of close to 1,200 people, all Suzuki 4x4 owners. As their 4x4 
business accounted for 80% of their total sales, it was only fitting that they had control 
of a unique customer contact device with it's own regular magazine, merchandise, off-
road driving days and rallies. 

When it came to Suzuki passenger cars, economies of scale unfortunately dictated that 
any sort of manufacturer based club was not viable. Strict import quota from Japan led 
to fewer cars like the Swift, Alto, Baleno, Cappuccino and SC100 being sold in the UK: 
one in ten Suzuki vehicles on the road is a passenger car. 

The first Suzuki car was the SC100, a rear engine, rear wheel drive, one litre three door 
hatchback. It was available during the period 1979-1983 and a total of 4696 cars were 
sold. The SC100 quickly created a "different look" for Suzuki, better known for its then 
successful LJ80 4x4 and later the better known SJ/Samurai. Two SC100 owners got 
together to form an Enthusiasts Club and over the next couple of years built to a 150 
membership. 

Owners of the Swift, Alto and Baleno did not seen to be that bothered in having such a 
club so it was logical that when Suzuki got approached to help in the recruitment of 
additional members to the then relatively new Cappuccino Register, they were but only 
too pleased. 

The Suzuki Cappuccino had already carved a new segment in the "value for money" end 
of the sportscar niche. The eye-catching looks of the car, dynamic advertising and the 
positive road tests all contributed to the fortunes of the "different look" for Suzuki; the 
Cappuccino was surely a forerunner of other exciting shapes to come later from Suzuki 
like the Wagon R+ in 1997. 

The cult status of the Cappuccino had begun. People in the public eye bought a 
Cappuccino: Jonathan King, then a Disc Jockey on BBC Radio 1, and Sandi Toksvig, a 
BBC television personality. Suzuki embarked on a high profile customer promotion 
with John Paul Mitchell Haircare in joint advertising, product placements and direct 
mail. Four Suzuki press demonstrators were used extensively by around 200 motoring 
journalists, yielding excellent write-ups in the press. Even Jeremy Clarkson said "I love 
it"!! 

So how did SCORE come about? 
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It all began in the summer of '95 when one owner, John Moore, decided with his family 
to set one up, having purchased a silver Cappuccino from his local Suzuki dealer a few 
months earlier. With the help of the dealership, John Wilkins Cars, word got around to 
other Suzuki dealers in the South West of England via letters and phone calls: in total 30 
dealers were contacted and by August 1996 there were 25 members of the register. 

John then contacted Suzuki GB directly, requesting for access to the 1110 people who 
had registered a Cappuccino. Due to the Data Protection Act which stops any company 
to divulge customer details to third parties, Suzuki were unable to release the names 
directly to John. To get over this Suzuki kindly carried out their own mailing to 
Cappuccino owners inviting them to join the register by returning an application form 
(that was attached to the letter) back to John Moore. The response was an overwhelming 
120. 

It was also during this period when John made contact with another relatively new 
Cappuccino owner ... in fact another silver Cappuccino owner. He was Alex Clouter 
who had the experience of working for Suzuki plus the "know-how" of clubs. 

Saturday, 14 September 1996 was the key date when the Team of Two got together at 
Chieveley Service Station, Newbury, Berkshire in what turned into a marathon meeting. 
It was rather like a blind date to start off with, as one did not know what the other looked 
like, meeting outside the main doors of the restaurant! However the red Cappuccino 
wallets were on show and soon enough the two chaps went in for what turned out to be, 
a five hour long meeting. 

Tea, coffee, scones and biscuits were consumed ... one move had to be done to keep in 
with the cleaners ... and what emerged was a shape and direction to move forward. The 
positive nature of the meeting is how the Cappuccino Owners Register took on board, 
quite rightly, the Suzuki name by becoming the Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for 
Enthusiasts and the acronym SCORE was established. 

Within the original membership of the Cappuccino Owners Register - the 25 - a first 
meeting had already been organised and a plan of 15 Cappuccino's turning up for the 
first time in one place was made. That place would be Abergavenny, in Wales. The 
reason for this location was due to the appreciative offer given by Tim Tod, one of the 
first Cappuccino Register Members to sign up and an owner of a caravan touring park 
just outside of Abergavenny, at Llantilio Pertholey. The time was planned for the end of 
September but with the more positive support from Suzuki the date was put back a few 
weeks. So in the Suzuki mailing not only did they invite their owners to join the register, 
they also advertised details of the very first Cappuccino Meeting at Abergavenny. 

History was in the making as Sunday, 13 October brought about a "first". Never had so 
many Cappuccino sportscars met in one place at any time in the UK ... an impressive 
total of 32 cars. It was a very special occasion for everyone there, with lots of photos 
taken and more importantly the fond friendly atmosphere that prevailed throughout the 
weekend. 
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Too often when one is out on the road in the Cappuccino, you feel all alone ... where are 
all the other Cappo's, one has to ask. Then you get the thrill when you actually see 
another Cappuccino on the road, which makes you think that you are not alone. Imagine 
then the first ever experience of seeing and meeting 32 Cappuccino cars all together in 
one place. 

A good time was had by all both in the caravan park and at the more formal meeting at 
the local village hall. The local press also did their bit in featuring the unique occasion. 

SCORE is finally in motion. 

The next landmark for SCORE was on 1 December 1996, this time in Solihull, West 
Midlands, where a group of committed enthusiasts met to discuss the setting up of a 
regional representative team. These people would be responsible for organising and co-
ordinating local and regional gatherings for SCORE members plus report back to 
Central Office (John Moore) on these activities for the quarterly magazine. A total of 11 
reg. reps, were formed from the group, covering most of the country. With "off shore" 
interest, from countries like Germany, Holland and Hong Kong, John assumed 
responsibility. 

December also saw the first written communication to SCORE members, an interim 
measure until the new magazine was issued early in 1997. Aptly named "The Latest 
SCOREsheet", this newsletter introduced the Register's Charter, news from the 
Abergavenny meeting and details about the Register's Inaugural National Rally in the 
Summer of '97. The second SCOREsheet issued in February gave more detail of the 
rally plus other key events being organised around the country and the start of the many 
letters of correspondence from SCORE members. 

The first quarterly magazine was issued in April 1997, called "The Latest SCORE". The 
Steering Group was formally announced, comprising John & Hazel Moore and Alex 
Clouter. 

Membership was confirmed at 175 strong and 12 Suzuki dealers were recruited as 
SCORE dealers to offer 10% discount off servicing, parts and accessories to all SCORE 
members on production of the official SCORE membership card. 

The 32-page magazine was jam packed with news and views from members plus details 
of events organised by the reg. reps, and the SCORE national events office (the National 
Rally). Information about accessories, SCORE merchandise, technical tips and a 
competition were also featured, alongside the start of a major serialisation of the 
Cappuccino Heritage. 

The week-end of 31 May - 1 June marked another milestone for Suzuki: the first ever 
National Meet which saw 69 Cappuccino sportscars together at one place, namely The 
Shuttleworth Collection at Biggleswade, Bedfordshire. 
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Saturday was the "meet and greet" as everybody got to know everybody; on Sunday-
there was the Air Show where pre - 1949 aircraft put on a dramatic air display. SCORE 
were there, attending "The Great British Picnic Meet" held at the vintage aircraft 
museum and doing their own thing with numerous competitions and raffles. A brilliant 
time was had by all, with the SCORE Press Office working overtime in exploiting the 
record number of Cappuccino's meeting together, with the production of a press release 
and photocard sent to 1600 journalists round the country, all this helping to step up the 
profile of SCORE and recruit new members. 

A few week-ends before the National Rally was the Brighton - London Fun Run where 
12 cars travelled in convoy from the Marina, taking all the country roads into Richmond 
Park, SW London for a picnic. A few other Cappuccino's turned up and a total of 15 hit 
the streets of London, creating quite a stir cruising down the likes of trendy Fulham and 
Chelsea and capturing the cameras of tourists around Trafalgar Square, Regent Street 
and Tower Bridge. By popular request this is now a permanent fixture in the SCORE 
Events Diary ... next year's event (1998) will have a more international flavour! 

SCORE also attended the Japanese Autoextravaganza, taking place at Billing 
Aquadrome. Northampton on 28/29 June 1997. This is a unique meeting point for all 
"classic" Japanese car clubs and SCORE were happy to be there alongside another 
Suzuki Club: the SC100 Enthusiasts Club, privately run like SCORE. There were 24 
Cappuccino's in attendance, with lots of mud plugging (it had been raining quite hard 
beforehand for two consecutive days) and plenty to amuse the SCORE members. 

The reg. reps, were working very hard in organising numerous local meets ... to list a 
few of the many locations: Tewkesbury, New Forest, Hemel Hempstead, Lincoln, 
Bucklow Hill, Holmfirth, Blackpool and Lancaster. 

Come the summer of '97 and the issue of the next magazine, the membership to SCORE 
grew by +17% ... 205 members strong. Not only was the magazine getting fuller, now 
up to 42 pages in size, also major advertisers were recognising the advantages of getting 
through to the increasing membership ... people like Clarion Radio, Bridgestone Tyres 
and Footman James Insurance Brokers were fast becoming regular advertisers. 

SCORE also got involved in its very first Track Day event, linking in with the Z Club, a 
Datsun Sportscar Club, at Goodwood Circuit. Although in a league of their own, the 
Cappuccino's were racing alongside SkyLiners and 260/280 ZX's at one point. This will 
definitely feature strongly in future SCORE events diaries judging by the high interest 
of SCORE members to "chip" their cars and frothily test them to the full. 

Communication of another sort emerged during 1997, putting SCORE into the high 
tech world of the internet. Barry Moore, eldest son of John Moore, designed and set up 
the SCORE website from a blank sheet of paper. He was provided with all the base 
information about SCORE and Suzuki Cappuccino and from there 
http://homepages.enterprise.net/score emerged into a totally interactive series of web 
pages. State of the art software helped provide animation, breathing "life" to a lot of 

http://homepages.enterprise.net/score


information and pictures. A noticeboard was created, primarily aimed at getting 
Cappuccino owners writing to each other from wherever: almost at once contact came 
from Australia, Hong Kong, Japan as well as other European countries with subjects 
ranging from engine de-limiters through to selling one's own Cappuccino. 

December 1997 was in effect the first full year for SCORE and membership soared to 
248 Cappuccino owners, or 22% of all cars in existence (if we assume that all 1110 cars 
are still on the road). SCORE put themselves forward for "Classic Car" Magazine Club 
Awards towards the end of 1997, alongside 350 - odd other car clubs who were also 
competing. SCORE were invited to the NEC at Birmingham to receive an award for 
"Club of the Year" in its category, up to 250 members. 

This was a brilliant achievement to close 1997 on as well as "The Cappuccino 
Heritage". 

Look out for the 1998 Heritage Supplement early next year, when Alex will be 
reviewing everything that happened in 1998. 
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Football Crazy 
 
By Sarah Watton 

The World Cup may be over but there's still everything to go for in our very own crazy 
football tournament. 

All you have to do is name all the football teams being described below in the 40 variety 
of clues. 

List them on a sheet of paper and you have a chance of winning a special Cappuccino 
framed picture, which has been kindly, donated from the Suzuki archives. 

Send your answers to Sarah Watton, 2 Longleat Gardens, New Milton, Hampshire, 
BH25 5XF 

Closing date for entries: 31st December 1998 
 

1 Ancient dogs 21 Boxing authority initially
2 Glass mansion 22 Hefty sweetheart 
3 All males together 23 Dock valley 
4 A day in a steel city 24 Approached bridge 
5 Always 100 25 Concrete nymph 
6 Not eastern meat 26 A maimed tree 
7 Famous brothers 27 Heavyweight toilet 
8 Cotton factory's own barrier 28 Professor of rollers 
9 Royal leisure area guardians 29 Male meadows 
10 Far eastern connections 30 Animals car 
11 Cowboys wear them 31 Dirty water 
12 Collection of arms 32 Expensive piece of furniture 
13 Prison clock 33 Iron a heavy load 
14 Bonny's partner 34 Electrical river crossing 
15 Hawaiian greeting 35 Heavy park in the south 
16 Parched atmosphere 36 Entrance to ship's home 
17 Safari park attendant 37 Back axle component 
18 Nelson's lady scholars 38 Fresh wine 
19 Parent recovered from illness 39 Maritime big bird 
20 Car by Spanish house 40 Shiny weight 

Good luck with these very cryptic clues, with a big thanks to Sarah and Paul for having 
done all the thinking and research for putting this together. 
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Regional Report … 
Herts, Bucks, Beds & Essex 
By Don Littlemore 

We held a meeting on 23rd August at Harrington near Royston Herts. 

I had hoped for about 10-12 cars, but the weather was so rainy a few of the fair weather 
crew stayed away. The usual hard core team turned up thankfully (seven cars in all) and 
we had a great treasure hunt set up by John and Heather Statham. They had only got 
back the evening before from a continental trip and were, apparently, out burning the 
midnight oil (or more accurately rubber torches) checking that the clues were still valid. 
Matthew Alexander came down from the Norfolk region and won the prize of bubbly -
now there is a lesson for all you armchair SCORE folk!! Come along and join in - even 
if it is not your "home" region. 

Thanks John and Heather, your efforts were justly rewarded by the fun we had and the 
fun you had, sadistically watching us stagger in the wet for answers to cryptic clues -
perhaps you two are the ones who should have taken a prize home! What a shame not a 
single roof was able to come down, perhaps next time 

It was especially heartening to see a couple of members and cars (Nina & Marco and 
Ian) who were attending their first SCORE event. 

It's early days yet, but one of the members thought they might be able to arrange for us 
to take our cars onto a skid pan - I for one would appreciate all possible help in making 
driving our little bombs safer. 

Eve fitted my high level stop light and agree that dissecting the old dummy unit was the 
most time consuming and frightening part of the whole operation, but the result is very 
worthwhile (not that we drivers get to see it in any direct sense). 

Any chance of a picture of that walnut dash? It's a lot of money to invest only to find out 
we don't like it. 

I no longer have the distinction of having a very close neighbour (three doors down) 
with a Cappo. It is to my shame that I was never able to persuade him to join SCORE, 
but now the poor fellow has shown even greater disdain for the Cappo and traded it in 
for a Ford Ka! The last time I saw his silver bullet it had a nasty scrape down one side 
looking for all the world like he had had an argument with a hedge!! 
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Regional Report … 
 
Eastern SCORE 
By Matthew & Tori Alexander 

19 July '98 - 

This was a lovely meet, with a good long run to the coast with the roofs down!! We 
ended up in Southwold (a small fishing village on the East coast), in time for a 
refreshing lunch time drink at the Harbour Inn garden. As we basked in the sun, Dave 
filled us with sound advice about tuning and other cappy bits!! Thanks to Dave and Sue 
for driving such a long distance to be with us (even if it was in a bright yellow Alto ..; 
with groovy wheels and no stereo!!!!!!!). Hunger soon struck so we went for a very fast 
drive to another pub for supper! Oh, we did have a walk along the coastline - but it was 
a little short lived as we were all thinking about our tummies too much!! Thanks to 
Simon for turning up on his last cappy run, he has done the unthinkable and sold his car 
... to Rachel - another budding cappy enthusiast. All in all a fantastic day was had by all. 

13th Sept '98 - 

This was a bit of a washout. The plan was to have a country drive, incorporating a BBQ 
- however, England being England it was not only cold, but wet and windy. Thanks to 
Tori for providing a good spread at such short notice ... in the living room. Also thanks 
goes to our two newest members, Gary and his partner, for joining us. It may have been 
a living room meet but we all enjoyed it (even if we did have to hunt around for a few 
more chairs!) and the cappy chat went on for hours and hours!! Holly, the cat has still 
not recovered!! 

There are no further meetings planned for this year as my car is currently undergoing 
quite a lot of under- body work before the rust gets out of hand. It has been quite a saga 
with very little help from the local Suzuki agent, however patience is a virtue in these 
matters. As some of you may know Tori, my wife, is pregnant with our first child, so the 
future of the cappy was under dispute for a while. However I did say that patience is a 
virtue and it certainly was in this case (does anyone know where you can fit a baby 
seat???!!!!!!!!!!!) 

Our next meet will be in January - details to follow shortly. So far they should include 
an evening do, with a Cappuccino firework display using warning flares I have collected 
from various Japanese importers! Any other suggestions would also be welcomed. 

As I have been Regional Rep. for a year now I would like to thank all the local members 
who attended our meetings - but where are the rest of you? The more the merrier! If 
Dave and Sue can join us from Essex -1 am sure Ipswich, Cambridge and Peterborough 
are not that far away! 



International Report 
From Mark Shane - Australia 

It was a beautiful day with the sun shining brightly and spirits were high. We had set our 
sights low, expecting only the black Cappo and ourselves. After a few early calls, we 
found we would have 4 cars for our first meeting. Not bad for an estimated population, 
of around 40 in Sydney. 

 
10% of Sydney's Cappuccino's 

Our organisational skills were being put to the test, no one could remember exactly 
where we had organised to meet, and Justin & Karen were caught in traffic from 
accidents and road works. About 45 minutes after the appointed time we were all present 
and accounted for: 

• Mark & Vikki in the Green Cappo 

• Joanna in the Silver Cappo 

• Justin & Karen in the Black limited edition 

• James & Jo in the Blue limited edition (not a member yet, but we're working on it) 

We met at a very picturesque part of Sydney harbour called 'Blues Point' where we had 
the obligatory comparisons under the bonnet. We had already started attracting 
attention, and sure enough people were asking the usual questions "What is it? Where 
can I get one? How much? etc ... ". 

Due to other commitments we lost Joanna, and the remaining three Cappo's frothed off 
topless on a leisurely jaunt through the city heading for greener pastures in the south of 
Sydney. 
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Once we entered the Royal National 
Park, the winding roads tested the 
Cappo's handling capabilities and 
sorted the different characteristics of 
the cars out. Justin and Karen had their 
newly fitted N2 computer with boost 
set to 16psi, so they had the power to 
leave us exiting the corners and up 
hills. Sydney Harbour 

On the other hand our Cappo had modified suspension so the verdict was it handled the 
corners and rough roads better (plus the exhaust also left the others knowing exactly 
where the car was!). James and Jo were content to bring up the rear with as little fuss as 
possible. 

Lunch was spent admiring the view at Otford. While the boys ogled car magazines with 
Cappo parts, the girls explored the surrounding views and stretched the legs. By this 
time I realised it was too late to avoid being sunburnt and so slapped on lots of sunscreen 
and hoped for the best. It was an absolute cracker of a day! 

Returning through the park again we stopped for our last photo shoot with the Australian 
bush forming an idyllic setting for the frothy little cars. 

Returning to Justin's place, we said farewell to James and Jo and then proceeded to 
watch the Belgian 'Truffles' video. What a lot of Cappos! 

We then put plans in place for our next event - a track day. 

Hopefully we will have a good turn out for that and all return in one piece! 

 

*********************** 

 
Regional Info - 
Lancashire, Cumbria, Isle of Man 
By Chris & Cathryn Palmer 

Please note, there is no local January Meeting. 

Forthcoming Regional Dates:  

7 February - Regional Meet  

7 March - Regional Meet 
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Suzuki Accessories 

SCORE has secured a continuation of the special offer prices for genuine accessories as 
reported in the previous magazine. 

Whilst stocks last:- 
 

Part Number Description Offer Price* 

99000-99023-639 Rear Boot Spoiler £262.62 

99000-99025-62M Luggage Shelf net £86.37 

99000-99035-C01 Stripe Kit £33.48 

99000-990D9-W14 Walnut Dashboard Kit £227.39 

* ALL PRICES QUOTED, INCLUDE VAT AND EXCLUDE LABOUR 
CHARGES; REFER TO YOUR DEALER FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

SPECIAL OFFER PRICES ARE EXEMPT FROM THE SCORE DISCOUNT 
USUALLY AVAILABLE FOR SCORE MEMBERS. 

SuzukiSport 

Due to legal and warranty implications, Suzuki GB PLC will, unfortunately, not be able 
to continue with the proposed import of SuzukiSport accessories for the Cappuccino. 

Internally SCORE is working to try to best serve its members in this matter, progress IS 
being made and we'll let you know as soon as we know some better details. 
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* * * * STOP PRESS * * * * 

Stainless Steel Exhaust! 
As ever we have been working hard to make Cappuccino life easier for SCORE 
members…. 

One common complaint is the relatively short period of 
time the standard exhaust units are lasting. We may have 
a solution! 

London Stainless Steel now produces a replica system, 
to the manufacturer's original blue print dimensions, for 
the Suzuki Cappuccino. 

These units come with a 25 year Warranty and to top 
that, London Stainless Steel have offered SCORE 
members a further 20% OFF their already competitive 
prices!! 

 

London Stainless Steel can be contacted on 0171-622 2120 
Technophobes can access: - www.racecar.co.uk/quicksilver

 

 

Please refer to this article when calling and quote your SCORE membership number. 

Special Purpose units i.e. performance units can be ordered and are priced accordingly. 
Contact the above number for further details. 

 

 

This is our first dealing with this company and it would be much 
appreciated if any members, that use this offer, would drop us a 
line to let us know how they got on! 
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Chassis Number Listing for the Cappuccino … 
The complete range of chassis numbers, regardless of colour, type approved and 
imported into the U.K. by Suzuki GB PLC were 100001 – 101371 

 
Lowest chassis number Highest chassis number Body colour 

100003 101370 Silver 
100001 101371 Red 

 
And are you one of the first ten Cappuccino's produced? 
 

Chassis number Body Colour 
100001 Red 
100002 Red 
100003 Silver 
100004 Red 
100005 Silver 
100019 Red 
100020 Red 
100021 Red 
100022 Red 
100023 Red 

 
And are you one of the last vehicles registered in 1995... the final year of registration 
for the Cappuccino? 
 

Chassis  number Body colour 
101313 Silver 
101097 Silver 
100774 Silver 
100406 Silver 
101032 Red 
100548 Red 
100205 Red 
100670 Red 
101038 Red 
100861 Red 

 101337 Red 
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Cappuccino Merchandise 
These are items donated by Suzuki to help raise funds for SCORE. 

All items normally delivered within 28 days of receipt. 

 
Press Brochure 
A4 Size 8 page brochure £3.00 

Product Brochure 
Large 30x42 cm 12 page brochure £3.00 

Glove Box Wallet 
The 25 x 17 cm red wallet to hold your Owners Manual £7.10 

Small Cappuccino Gift Box 
Red 7 x 7 x 3,5 cm £1.80 

Small Cappuccino Gift Bag 
Red 16 x 8.5 cm Flat £0.90 

Original Specification Sheet 
Technical Data Sheet £0.80 

3 Page Advertisement Pack 
Full-Page newspaper photocopy showing Cappuccino ad. £1.80 

SCORE Photocard 
Hi-Gloss SCORE/Cappuccino Photocard £1.00 

3 Postcard Set - Original Promotional Pack 
Cappuccino Red (STYLE), Silver!HI-TECH), Red (FUN) £1.50 

SCORE Sweatshirt 
Red with Silver Logo, Silver with Red Logo - Sizes S, M, L £16.00 

SCORE Polo Shirt 
Red with Silver Logo, Silver with Red Logo - Sizes S, M, L £14.00 

Back Issues of the Latest SCORE - Specify issue number 
Limited Quantities please check before ordering £2.50 

Cappuccino Pewter Model - Limited to one per member 
Quality Boxed Pewter Model with removable top £30.00 

Showroom Wall Poster 
60 x 84 cm glossy red Cappuccino poster £3.50 

 
All prices include postage and packaging within the UK 

Please send a cheque payable to SCORE to: 
Sue Oakley/Dave Benson, SCORE Merchandise 

4 Hawthorne Road, Corringham, Essex SS17 7TE 
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Cappuccino Merchandise continued 

Unfortunately at this time we have currently run out of some stock including those 
rather nice Cappuccino key rings plus some sizes of clothing, 

Issue 3 of the SCORE magazine is now no longer available though if enough noise is 
made and the demand is there we will endeavour to reproduce some more copies for 
SCORE members. 

Please ring to confirm stock levels: Dave/ Sue 01375 361356   (Eves 7pm-9.30pm) 

 

*************** 

 

For Sale 
Available on a "first come first serve" basis 

Some exclusive materials: 

 
Original red Cappuccino XL red sweatshirt, only worn 
(Note: XL was special order only and is no longer available) £25.00 

Original Suzuki Service Manual, clean and mint £30.00 
    Pair of front indicator lens for the Japanese version or 
i

£10.00 
Large Cappuccino carrier bag in mint condition, hardly £10.00 

 

Post and packing is an extra £3.00; 

please order by post enclosing a cheque, payable to G.E.Harpin, 
 to the following address: 

23 The Arches 
Claremont 

Halifax 
West Yorkshire 

HX3 6LD 
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Suzuki SCORE Dealers …… 
Here listed are those Suzuki dealers who recognise and support SCORE. You must 
declare your SCORE membership FIRST, offering your membership card for 
inspection before you enter into any transaction. 
With a 10% discount off all Servicing & Parts ... and 10% off all Cappuccino 
Accessories, the following dealers are supporting SCORE...........  
 
Buckinghamshire  
DGL Garages 
Tel 01494 535811 

Littleworth Rd., Downley, High Wycombe, HP 13 5XE 
Service Manager ... Russell Hird 

 
Cambridgeshire  
Herbert Robinson 

el 01223 242222 T
315-349 Mill Road, Cambridge, CB1 3DF 
Suzuki Team Leader ... Peter Conroy  

Cumbria  
Mint Motors 
Tel 01539 723318 

Mintsfeet Road, Kendal, LA9 6LU 
Dealer Principal ... G Wightman 

 
Derbyshire  
Autoworld 

el 01246 450450 T
Brimington Rd Nth. Chesterfield, S41 9AJ 
Aftersales Director ... Andy Brindley  

Essex  
Levoi's Limited 
Tel 01206 544233 & 
579579 

Berechurch Road, Colchester, C02 7QB 
Service Advisor ... Russell Stapleton 

 
Gloucestershire  
John Wilkins Cars 
Tel 01242 224477 

Leckhampton Road, Cheltenham, GL53 0AA 
M.D. ...John Wilkins 

 
Kent  
Haxted Motor Co. Ltd. 
Tel 01732 867888 

Marlpit Hill, Edenbridge, TN8 6HZ 
Director ... Patricia Smith 

 
Lincolnshire  
Linpac Garages Ltd. 

el 01522 521345 T
Kingsway & South Park Ave., Lincoln, LN5 8EL 
Service Manager ... Keith Walker 

 
Manchester  
Ashton Quality Cars 
Tel 0161 330 5148 

279-285 StamfordStreet, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL6 7QU 
Administrator ... Rose Vella 
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Suzuki SCORE Dealers …… 
 
Middlesex  
Buntings of Harrow 
Tel 0181 427 6225 

16-26 Bonnersfield Lane, Harrow, Middx. HA1 2JT 
M.D. ... Roger Bunting (or Paul Dainton) 

 
Scotland  
Gael Suzuki 
Tel 01563 537116 

49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT 
M.D. ... Alf Henighen 

 
Surrey  
Citygate Tadworth 
Tel 01737 812461 

The Avenue, Tadworth, Surrey, KT20 5AA 
Service Manager ... David Baitup 

 
Sussex  
C.M.W. Automobiles 
Tel 01444 452621 

Ansty Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, 
RH17 5AG Service Manager ... John Dunn 

Shoreham Suzuki 
Tel 01903 753535 

339 Brighton Road, Lancing, West Sussex, BN15 8JT 
Dealer Principal ... Robin Williams 

Brighton Suzuki 
Tel 01273 705090 

76 Preston Drove, Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 6LB 
Service Advisor ... Matthew Taylor 

 
West Midlands  
Colmore 200 
Tel 0121 377 8169 

1163 Chester Road, Erdington, Birmingham, B24 OQY 
After Sales Manager ... Gary Johnson 

 
West Yorkshire  
Colin Appleyard Ltd. 
Tel 01535 606321 

Cornmill Garage, Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH 
Parts Sales ... Aziz Ahmed 

 
Wiltshire  
Pebley Beach Ltd. 
Tel 01793 812235 

1-3 Moormead Road, Wroughton, Swindon, SN4 9BS 
Aftersales Manager ... Steve Brown 

 
Worcestershire  
Percy Tait Cars 
Tel 01562 822255 

George Street, Kidderminster, DY10 1QD 
Aftersales Manager ... Steve Smith 

 No discount on 3,000 mile lubrication service 



The Latest S.C.O.R.E…..  is your magazine, with our next issue already being 
prepared. Please take a note of the deadline for receiving articles to be included in 
the next issue and help us to produce a worthwhile journal by sending us your stories, 
articles, comments and questions. No item is too small and certainly there will be no 
article too big ... it can always be edited ( ooohh, the 
power that I have!!) 
The Latest S.C.O.R.E has been planned to be sent out to 
you quarterly throughout the year in April, July, October 
and December/January 

The Latest SCORESheet is your newsletter and is our way 
of keeping you up to date between magazines. We believe that there will be times when 
we need to update you on certain matters which cannot wait until the next issue of our 
magazine. On these occasions we will publish and send you ... The Latest SCORESheet. 
 
********************************************************************** 

Data Protection …..A full list of members' names, addresses and telephone numbers 
along with limited information of your Cappuccino is held on the Register's computerised 
database. This is to ease the administrative burden but should any member object to 
personal data being held by the data user SCORE will oblige by transferring their details 
to a manual system. As new members are recruited to SCORE contact details and 
limited information will be passed on to your own Regional Representatives to ensure 
that you are informed of events and activities in your own local area. 
 
********************************************************************** 
 

The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts 

Is recognised by Suzuki GB PLC 
We are, however, a private organisation run by enthusiasts for enthusiasts. 

The opinions and comments expressed in this journal are those of individual writers and 
not necessarily agreed with or endorsed by your S.C.O.R.E. Steering Group, 

fellow S.C.O.R.E. members or Suzuki GB. PLC 
Whilst every care is taken in the content, comments, advice and guidance offered in this 
journal, no responsibility will be accepted for any loss or injury deemed to be associated. 

If you should have a doubt about any particular aspect, please contact us and, if 
necessary, seek professional advice. 
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